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1601 Elm St
Neighborhood:
Thanksgiving/Commerce Center

Program:
Lobby upgrades and new retail 
space facilitated through exterior 
street-level enhancements

Use :  Office/Retail

Enhancing the exterior pedestrian passages with active ground level uses - 

Pedestrian passages become more inviting and more frequently trafficked if there are 
entrances and uses that can be directly accessed from the passage. The removal of the 
existing planters also greatly increases the usability of these spaces. 

Create a meaningful street presence through activation of the exterior space adjacent 
to interior retail leases. - 

Due to the existing building setback, effort should be made to generate an engaging 
“street wall” presence along Elm and Pacific by activating the exterior space with patios, 
seating and/or programming to create a recognizable street edge for passing pedestrians. 
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Context Description

The site is located in the main street district downtown with the primary building facades along 
Elm Street and Pacific Avenue. The tower is directly between Thanksgiving Square and the stone 
street pedestrian connection, which terminates at the tower’s Elm St. elevation. Akard Station is 
one block from the development. The building exhibits existing exterior pass-throughs on the 
east and west sides framing potential connections between Elm St. and Pacific Ave. 

Key project considerations consist of overcoming the challenges created by the existing building 
setbacks which disengage the building from the street, and generating a meaningful street 
presence through site design, landscape, and exterior retail presence. 

Explore opportunities to engage Thanksgiving Square with the streetscape design 
along the northern edge of the site - 

Improvements are being discussed with the ownership of thanksgiving square to allow 
for more engagement with the street through the lowering or removal the perimeter 
wall and creation of additional entrances. This represents an opportunity to design the 
streetscape to encourage the engagement with that space. 
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